
  

 

 29th January 2016 

ORDERBOOK SWELLS 

2015 marked the third consecutive year of strong tanker ordering activity. In fact, total 
investment in new tonnage reached its highest level since 2007, touching multi-year highs 
across all tanker categories, except Handy/MRs. Even in the Handy/MR sector, there was a 
notable increase in ordering activity in the second half of the year. 

The prolonged period of robust investment in new tonnage has inflated the orderbook. 
Currently, the tanker orderbook stands at 16% of total trading fleet from 25,000 dwt plus. 
However, this cumulative representation masks different developments for individual size 
groups. The Suezmax fleet has the largest orderbook of all segments, with 24% of its fleet on 
order. This is a stunning change to the situation less than two years ago, when the orderbook for 
this size group was just at 9%. LR2/Aframaxes have the second largest orderbook, at 20%; while 
the VLCC orderbook stands at 19%. Orders for LR1/Panamaxes are somewhat more balanced 
at 17% relative to fleet size. Finally, MRs and even more so Handy tankers have the smallest 
orderbook of all size groups, as a result of reduced investment in new tonnage over the past 
couple of years. The orderbook for MRs is at 14%, while Handy orderbook is minimal at just 4%, 
although this is largely due to owners’ preference for larger MR size because of greater trading 
flexibility. 

It will be interesting to see what will happen to ordering activity this year. As it has frequently 
been the case in the past, investment in new tonnage is greatly stimulated by high earnings at 
the time. With spot returns at healthy levels across nearly all tanker sectors, this may suggest that 

we are unlikely to see a dramatic 
slowdown in new orders anytime 
soon. Furthermore, the malaise 
and a resulting lull in ordering 
activity in other shipping sectors 
mean that newbuilding prices 
remain attractive.  

However, so far this year tanker 
ordering has been minimal, 
although this could be temporary 
as some orders were fast tracked 
to 2015 to avoid higher costs 
associated with Tier III regulations. 
In addition, over the past decade 
the industry has become more 

creative and in a way “smarter” when it comes to ordering and financing. There certainly has 
been more counter-cyclical investment. The latest example of this was the rebound in VLCC 
ordering in 2013 and the surge in Handy/MR orders in 2012/2013 when spot earnings were 
relatively weak. This year investment decisions have to be considered against the substantial 
size of existing orderbook coupled with very limited prospects for tanker demolition in the short 
term, with 80% of the fleet being less than 15 years of age. As such, shipowners will think long 
and hard before ordering a new tanker. Any moderation would then reduce the “hangover” 
once all of the tonnage currently on order is delivered into the market. 



  

 CRUDE
Middle East_________________________ 
VLCCs are vacillating with the stock markets, and 
short term rallies and dips are easily provoked by 
rumour and outlier fixtures. This week it was a 
continuation of the dip into last weekend, followed 
by a modest rally, and ending with both sides unsure 
of what’s to come. Currently rates stand in the low 
ws 60s East, and into the low ws 30s to the West, but 
with the Chinese New Year on the horizon, next 
week will provide plenty of opportunity for more 
undulation. Suezmaxes have maintained a steadier 
line, and have remained reasonably robust, though 
never quite achieving the critical mass for a break-
out. Rates stay pegged at around ws 100 East, and 
ws 57.5 to the West for now, and Charterers will 
probably hold their line well into next week too. 
Aframaxes existed upon a thin diet but held in a ws 
110/115 range to Singapore, nonetheless. Little early 
change likely. 
West Africa_________________________ 
Suezmaxes started with brighter hopes, but as the 
week wore on, so those hopes became increasingly 
dashed, and it looks to be a case of damage 
limitation for the balance of February, followed by 
renewed hopes again for a busy March. VLCCs 
eased into the mid ws 60s to the East as the AGulf 
initially fell away, but then didn’t find enough 
attention thereafter to allow Owners to show any 
teeth as that market rebounded. A story for next 
week perhaps, and only if the AGulf does make a 
positive move. 
Mediterranean_____________________ 
Aframaxes crawled a touch higher - to ws 97.5 cross 
Med - but it was only a touch, and Owners will be 
cheerleading Charterers to show more early next 
week to give them a firmer platform/opportunity to  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
convert thinner early availability into a more 
noticeable rate gain. Suezmaxes merely drifted 
through the week so that rates end at a lower 
140,000 by ws 80 from the Black Sea to Europe with 
more downside in the air until, or unless, the West 
African scene brightens. 
Caribbean_________________________ 
Aframaxes suffered from a steady beating down to 
end at 70,000 by ws 105 upcoast, though locals are 
beginning to call a bottom, and a busier week to 
come would provide some degree of reignition. 
VLCCs had threatened to come off the boil, and 
Charterers enjoyed enough competition for their 
needs to trade rates lower, to $6.3 million to 
Singapore, and to around $5 million to West Coast 
India. Far off positions will be much tighter, but 
there’s still a reasonable knot of tonnage in 
between to be unpicked before that can positively 
impact on rates. 
North Sea___________________________ 
Aframaxes began upon a firmer footing, and made 
some upward headway to 80,000 by 115 cross 
UKCont and 100,000 by ws 110 from the Baltic, but 
that only represents a modest gain over last week, 
and Charterers will have to become much more 
spendthrift if owners are to enjoy much better 
returns. 'Ice' still provides an extra potential catalyst, 
but that has been the case for a while. VLCC 'arb' 
economics evaporated for traders so that although 
there remain only a small handful of naturally 
positioned units available, offerings of sub $4.5 
million from Rotterdam to Singapore give no 
incentive for those Owners to trade, and unless that 
improves, will ballast to the Caribs, or to West Africa. 
A specimen Hound Point to South Korea crude 
requirement was covered, however, at $6.75 million. 
 

 
 



   

CLEAN PRODUCTS 
 

East______________________________ 
A lot of activity happening within the AG for the MRs this 
week, however the early signs of rate increases were 
short lived, as the week progressed, signs of sight 
softening were realised. Although not the most 
desirable of rates, bunkers remain low and the tonnage 
list closes the week looking reasonably tight.  The shorter 
voyages have remained the and AG/RSea sits at $425k 
and a X-AG remains at $200k.  AG/EAfr had a bit of a 
rollercoaster week with highs of ws 147.5 and lows of ws 
135, however, it currently dances around the ws 140 
mark. With a lot of tonnage on subs for long haul 
voyages, the tonnage list stands to be in a decent 
position come the start of week 5, which may be 
enough to start testing these rates.  
LRs have seen a downcast week with rates just falling 
particularly on the LR2s. A readjustment was necessary 
and always predicted. 75,000 mt naphtha AG/Japan is 
now ws 117.5 down some 15 points in a week. 90,000 mt 
jet AG/UKCont is now around $2.1 million and is likely to 
see less. LR1s have been steadier but have still seen 
rates drop off slightly. 55,000 mt naphtha AG/Japan is 
now ws 122.5 and 65,000 mt jet AG/UKCont is down to 
$1.40 million. Markets are likely to be weaker over the 
next 2 weeks, with a slowdown due to Chinese New 
Year. 

Mediterranean____________________ 
Week 4 has provided entertainment for all stakeholders 
of the Mediterranean market.  
The combination of poor weather and a tightness of 
tonnage in Black Sea and East Mediterranean saw 
Handy rates quickly rise for Black Sea exports. With rates 
hitting the 30 x ws 200 mark, there was optimism that 
cross Mediterranean levels would catch the scent. 
However, as the week has developed, levels for Ex 
Black Sea runs have cooled to 30 x ws 185 and cross 
Mediterranean levels, due to plenty of vessels 
positioned in the West Med, slipped to 30 x ws 172.5. 
MRs remain tight, but demand for East movements 
have slowed considerably. This can be accredited to 
refineries switching back on, but this still leaves a hole in 
the Mediterranean tonnage lists. With the likelihood of 
further slow inquiry, Charterers will look to put the 
recently high numbers achieved under scrutiny.  

 
 
 
 
 

UK Continent_____________________  
Limited excitement across the board for Week 4 up on 
the continent. TC2 enquiry has been down to the bare 
minimum which has been reflected in the decline in 
rates throughout. One of the main catalysts for the drop 
in freight rates was Charterers being able to pick off 
ballasters from an extremely soft TC14 market. Looking 
ahead the tonnage list begins to show some stability 
and Owners will be hoping that TC2 rates have hit rock 
bottom and a resurgence could be on the cards 
heading into next week. As always though fresh enquiry 
will be the key here as rates conclude at 37 x ws 127.5.  
The ice market has been the saving grace for Handies 
plying their trade up in the continent as rates in the 
Baltic find themselves frozen at 30 x ws 185. Non Ice 
cross Continent movements find themselves 10 points 
off this mark, with demand keeping tonnage lists turning 
over. Consistent fresh inquiry will be needed if any 
further push is to occur from the Owners fraternity... 
Finally the Flexi market started the week where if left off 
at 22 x ws 200. Both parties seemed happy to fix at 
these levels until around mid-week when fresh market 
enquiry started to dry up. With the list of unemployed 
vessels starting to build, it was a case of who would 
crack first. By the end of the week Charterers were able 
to shave off around 10 worldscale points and 22 x ws 
190 seems to be the new market level. 

LRs In West_____________________  
A significant market correction has taken place during 
Week 4 for the LRs in the West. Both LR1s and LR2s rates 
have fallen from the high levels seen in Week 3. As the 
flow of product moving East has evaporated, a build-
up of tonnage on the continent has emerged.  
Coupled together with the fact some Owners want to 
remain in the West, Charterers have been able to take 
chunks out of rates. Subsequently, it has been hard to 
put a finger on the pulse. The only respite for Owners 
was that many vessels had uncertain positions. Further 
testing is required to determine exactly where levels will 
settle.  

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 



   

DIRTY PRODUCTS 
 

Handy____________________________ 
The market has coasted along, gradually rising step 
by step. The majority of the week's activity came at 
the beginning of the week and tonnage might have 
time to rebuild over the weekend before next 
week's fixing commences. There have been a few 
end week questions asked before the weekend and 
come Monday we might see fresh enquiry for 
Owners to get their teeth into. This market seems 
stable for now. 
The groundwork seems to have been made by 
Owners thanks to a good week of activity. Premiums 
have been reported which has raised eyebrows, but 
when delving a little deeper one can notice that ice 
ports, prompt cargoes or Israel discharge is the 
catalyst for such levels. There seems to be a lot of 
tonnage opening in both West Mediterranean and 
East Med positions early next week which could start 
to soften ideas. 
MR______________________________ 
MR Owners in the continent have had two choices, 
the red pill or the blue pill. The red pill signalises full 
size stem and the blue pill signalises Handy stems. 
Some Owners have thrown both pills down their 
throat to maximise opportunities for employment 
where others are holding out for a bigger stem to 
maximise earnings. The red pill hasn't been as readily  
 

 
 

 
available this week and some tonnage will continue 
sitting prompt over the weekend, but in a good 
position for Monday. A risky choice but with 
competition thin it could prove worthwhile in 
hindsight.  
The Mediterranean has had a consistent large stem 
every day this week keeping MR tonnage ticking 
along and the market stable. Charterers have been 
looking slightly further ahead in order to secure 
decent tonnage. Whether this has an effect on rates 
remains to be seen, but we expect Owners to come 
out with their heads held high early next week. 
Panamax_________________________ 
As we commenced the week Owners couldn't be 
blamed for having their hopes raised in view of 
recent activity, unfortunately it did not take long for 
hopes to dissolve with the realisation of a good 
amount of tonnage for Charterer's to choose from. 
On top of this there has been little fresh enquiry from 
Charterers and rates have started to steadily decline 
closing out in the ws 125 levels for both UKCont and 
the Mediterranean. With reports of the US market 
sliding next week could be interesting for Owners as 
looking to re-position their vessels could prove 
pivotal. 
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wk on wk Jan Jan Last FFA
change 28th 21st Month Q4

TD3 VLCC AG-Japan -17 58 74 90 70
TD20 Suezmax WAF-UKC -6 79 85 81 93
TD7 Aframax N.Sea-UKC +1 111 109 112 112

wk on wk Jan Jan Last FFA
change 28th 21st Month Q4

TD3 VLCC AG-Japan -22,000 49,000 71,000 128,000 63,000
TD20 Suezmax WAF-UKC -5,750 33,250 39,000 51,000 40,750
TD7 Aframax N.Sea-UKC -2,000 33,500 35,500 47,000 34,500

wk on wk Jan Jan Last FFA
change 28th 21st Month Q4

TC1 LR2 AG-Japan -15 118 133 88
TC2 MR - west UKC-USAC -13 128 140 100 137
TC5 LR1 AG-Japan -7 123 130 112 120
TC7 MR - east Singapore-EC Aus -5 171 176 148

wk on wk Jan Jan Last FFA
change 28th 21st Month Q4

TC1 LR2 AG-Japan -6,250 28,250 34,500 30,000
TC2 MR - west UKC-USAC -4,250 17,000 21,250 16,000 18,750
TC5 LR1 AG-Japan -3,000 21,000 24,000 29,000 20,250
TC7 MR - east Singapore-EC Aus -1,250 16,500 17,750 21,0000

LQM Bunker Price (Rotterdam HSFO 380) +47 153 106 143
LQM Bunker Price (Fujairah 380 HSFO) +30 168 138 163
LQM Bunker Price (Singapore 380 HSFO) +21 169 148 171
LQM Bunker Price (Rotterdam 0.1% LSFO) +69 298 229 298

(a) based on round voyage economics at 'market' speed 

Dirty Tanker Spot Market Developments - Spot Worldscale

Dirty Tanker Spot Market Developments - $/day tce (a)

Clean Tanker Spot Market Developments - Spot Worldscale

Clean Tanker Spot Market Developments - $/day tce (a)


